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Hit and Run was not a group show of 41 artists, rather a response by 40 artists to a specific venue. venue. Catalyst Arts staged 
the event in Wilmont House, an ex-nursing home located among she flower beds and lawns of Sir Thomas and Lady Dixons Park.
Entering the building I was handed a plan showing where the various artists work were located . Several names were familiar, but 
many were young artists benefiting from the opportunity to show their work publicly.

From the map I ealised I had walked over a work by Colin Finley. This was one of the more successful pieces in the show that 
used text. It simply had the words ʻTemporary Provisionsʼ woven into a large doormat that you would normally clean your feet on. 
It was this physical integration of the work combined with the knowledge of the history of the buildings and its former functions 
they made the work remain in the mind.

On my right I saw a tree with black ribbons This drew me across a wet floor towards a black boot - a filled bath with a crutch, a sink 
with flags. This was an unnervingly elegant installation by Alastair MacLennan. An ex-nursing home was an ideal venue for a 
comment on disability. Either a disablity to percieve/understand/access or a physical disability. Moving into the ʻloungeʼ one wall 
had a series of 10 site related photographs by Jill Jennings.  Each photograph overlaid an image of a person with a feature from 
the house or garden. This produced some of the most striking photographic images in the show, such as the child with the 
number 20 appearing out of its forehead.

Moving from room to room, opening doors, looking at different works, I could smell and feel in the air the institutionalised 
antiseptic order of the building in the past. It was with a sense of disgust that I found, for example, a room inhabited between 
1981 and 1992 by a Mrs A. Graham. Derval Fitzgerald had simply written the name and dates on the electric fire. On the shelf 
above were aging carrots adding to the smell. The work was nauseatingly accurate.

In the kitchen and scullery area the institutionalised feel of the building continued with white on blue notices telling of the 1964 
food hygiene act and a reminder to save fuel. These original notices were a common thread through the work of Mary McIntyre, 
Dougal McKenzie and Susan MacWilliams. It was in MacWilliamsʼ room that I saw the wonderful, incongruous object imaginable. 
Here in the middle of decaying life was a shocking pink toilet mat. It was made from what felt like gelled pieces of string. The punk 
hair-do added to the crazy perception of the object. I laughed out loud, and felt better for it.

Theo Sims allowed a view outside the building. He had bored two holes in a locked door enabling one to look through a pair of 
binoculars which pointed towards the window on the opposite wall, focusing attention in what was going on outside. A small plain 
wooden plaque like the ones that bore the names of various roses in the garden was visible, and beyond people were walking 
about in the park unaware that they were being observed. Equally the observer was visually unaware of looking through a space 
that had once been someoneʼs life.

Angelic sounds drifted down the corridor, traced to a chimney in one of the rooms. In the hearth below, Susan Philipsz had 
placed cherubs. They looked as if they had fallen from one of the plaster friezes. This work successfully combined the physicality 
of the house with an ethereal existence.

Just on leaving I noticed what appeared to be an oval piece of marble placed above an arch. It turned out to be a ʻpaintingʼ by 
Will MeKeown. It alluded to the house at a time before its use as a nursing home. This simple work showed how a minimal 
intervention could focus attention accurately on the concept of venue. use and history.

With 40 artists the work was  varied in both quality and style. For a ʻvisual arts eventʼ there was a great reliance on she use of 
text. It was also disappointing to find an artist run event closed on occasion when it was supposed to be open. The overall feeling 
however, was one of energy (in a dead setting). Catalyst Arts has injected some much needed life into a self satisfied dormant 
gallery orientated scene. This show demonstartes their willingness to take risks, offer opportunities and show work in Belfast that 
would not otherwise be seen.

Brian Kennedy


